
 
 

JOB PROFILE: FULL STACK DEVELOPER (CLOUD SOLUTIONS) 

 

SmartHelio is a cleantech startup based out of Lausanne, Switzerland. SmartHelio is revolutionizing the              

way solar energy is produced. We are a group of people from 10 different nationalities, working together                 

to build the next generation cleantech future. We are using frontier technologies (Artificial Intelligence,              

Internet of Things, and Machine Learning) to disrupt the Renewable Energy industry. We have used               

decades of real performance data to develop deep algorithms that generate precise technical and financial               

insights for the solar/renewable value-chain stakeholders. In a mission to democratize AI & ML in the                

renewable industry, we are building cloud solutions to process the billions of data sets and provide                

advanced technological solutions to everyone in an affordable manner. 

 

We are venturing into a high growth phase and looking for new members to join our startup. Full Stack                   

Developer (Cloud Solutions) will work with the products team and, in an autonomous capacity, will lead all                 

the efforts related to the cloud solutions. 

Qualification 

1. Experience with developing, and maintaining scalable cloud platforms/solutions (preferably on          

AWS cloud) 

2. Experience in designing, developing, and maintaining APIs and their ecosystem 

3. Highly skilled with at least one of these back-end programming languages {{Ex:Node.js            

Python(Django/Flask), Ruby, Java, .NET, JavaScript, etc}} 

4. Past experience with Server Backend Distributed systems, Full Stack Development (front-end and            

back-end), and Database ManagementExpertise in UI design and dashboard development 

5. Experience in AWS IoT and willingness to learn IoT ecosystems including communication protocols 

6. Minimum work experience of 2 years; in the case of exceptionally good candidates these criteria               

can be relaxed  

7. Willingness to work in a fast-paced start-up environment 

What will we do together?  

 

1. Design the overall architecture of the web applications (SmartHelio’s AI platforms and            

dashboards) 

2. Develop, deliver and maintain the cloud-run applications and services 

3. Maintain quality and ensure responsiveness of applications/cloud-run services 

4. Collaborate with the rest of the teams to design and launch additional/new features and services 

5. Develop and maintain the source codes and algorithms 

6. Implementation of cloud security and data protection schemas 

7. Develop experience for both desktop and mobile users 

8. Optimize and stabilize the overall service architecture (frontend and backend) from both            

engineering and commercial point of view 

9. Take the ownership to incorporate the customer feedback and release service updates from time              

to time 

10. Take ownership of the product launch (internal, beta, and final launch of the products) 

11. Provide technical support and take ownership of the field support mechanism 

12. Maintain proper documentation at each level of the development and operation 
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Job Location 

New Delhi, India. However, SmartHelio promotes social distancing and currently, all its employees are              

working from home 

 

Compensation & Benefits 

 

1. Work in an international environment  

2. Opportunity to build and lead the cloud department 

3. A satisfactory compensation as per the industry standards  

4. Opportunity to work in a conducive environment that challenges your limits and helps you in               

improving your capacities 

5. Opportunity to work with Swiss Research Institutions and closely collaborate with top global tech              

researchers 

6. Opportunity to develop AI & ML services from scratch 

7. Ample opportunities to learn and grow professionally. We conduct monthly professional &            

personal productivity workshops 

8. Conceptualize, write and live your own startup story with full autonomy and under brilliant              

mentorship 

9. The high degree of empathy and work-life balance 

 

How to Apply 

 

Please fill the form (https://forms.gle/A4YMG6RHkn87kyQQ7) AND share your Cover Letter & Resume            

with neeraj@smarthelio.com  or with govinda@smarthelio.com 
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